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Tuesday 01/26/2021

Math

Objectives
LEARNING TARGET: I can demonstrate what I have learned this year by taking a progress monitoring assessment.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:

ANCHOR CHART(S):

Lesson
Math SMT 1 (Progress Monitoring)
Science

Standards
SC.5.P.10.1

SC.5.P.10.2

Investigate and describe some basic forms of energy, including light, heat, sound, electrical, chemical,
and mechanical. (DOK 2)

Investigate and explain that energy has the ability to cause motion or create change. (DOK 3)

Objectives
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LEARNING TARGET: I can investigate and explain that energy has the ability to cause motion or create change.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: absorb, bend, change, conduct/conductor, energy: chemical, electrical, heat (thermal), light,
mechanical, sound, friction, heat flow, heat gain, heat loss, insulator (poor conductor), motion, opaque, pitch, reflect,
sound, translucent, transparent, vibration, electricity, transformation, attract, electric charge: negative, positive, neutral,
electricity, repel, static electricity, closed circuit, conductors, open circuit, simple circuit, switches

ANCHOR CHART(S):

Lesson
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WHOLE GROUP:
• Mechanical Energy (kinetic & potential)
ACTIVITY:
• PHET investigation

Attachments
EnergySkateParkLabQuestions.docx
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http://s3.amazonaws.com/PlanbookAttachments/1664413/EnergySkateParkLabQuestions.docx?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIBQXWGUYOJ6RIHHA&Expires=1926098973&Signature=X828A25taYZGHg5%2BY7ysO2oHqA8%3D


Wednesday 01/27/2021

Math

Standards
MAFS.5.NF.2.4
MAFS.5.NF.2.4.a

MAFS.5.NF.2.4.b

MAFS.5.NF.2.5
MAFS.5.NF.2.5.a

MAFS.5.NF.2.5.b

MAFS.5.NF.2.6

MAFS.5.NF.2

Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction or (DOK 2)
Interpret the product (a/b) × q as a parts of a partition of q into b equal parts; equivalently, as the

result of a sequence of operations a × q ÷ b.
Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the appropriate

unit fraction side lengths, and show that the area is the same as would be found by multiplying the side lengths. Multiply
fractional side lengths to find areas of rectangles, and represent fraction products as rectangular areas.

Interpret multiplication as scaling (resizing), by: (DOK 3)
Comparing the size of a product to the size of one factor on the basis of the size of the other factor,

without performing the indicated multiplication.
Explaining why multiplying a given number by a fraction greater than 1 results in a product greater

than the given number (recognizing multiplication by whole numbers greater than 1 as a familiar case); explaining why
multiplying a given number by a fraction less than 1 results in a product smaller than the given number; and relating the
principle of fraction equivalence a/b = (n×a)/(n×b) to the effect of multiplying a/b by 1.

Solve real world problems involving multiplication of fractions and mixed numbers, e.g., by using visual
fraction models or equations to represent the problem. (DOK 2)

Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions.

Objectives
LEARNING TARGET: I can multiply fractions by fractions, fractions by whole numbers, and mixed numbers.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: area, denominator, equivalent fraction, factor, fraction greater than 1, mixed number,
numerator, partition, rectangular array, unit fraction

ANCHOR CHART(S):

Lesson
WHOLE GROUP:
• Review strategies to multiply fractions by fractions, mixed numbers, and fractions by whole numbers
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:
• First to 50 game (partners)
• 3 levels for differentiation
• How to play: http://deceptivelyeducational.blogspot.com/2013/03/first-to-50-fractions-of-groups-game.html
CENTERS:

*No new centers this week*

Attachments
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Firstto50GameCardsLevel3.pdf
Firstto50GameCardsLevel1.pdf
Firstto50GameCardsLevel2.pdf

Science

Standards
SC.5.P.10.1 Investigate and describe some basic forms of energy, including light, heat, sound, electrical, chemical,
and mechanical. (DOK 2)

Objectives
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http://s3.amazonaws.com/PlanbookAttachments/1664413/Firstto50GameCardsLevel3.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIBQXWGUYOJ6RIHHA&Expires=1922889008&Signature=Tg1CNRHpSNS0zcmi6QeZGrYx9Is%3D
http://s3.amazonaws.com/PlanbookAttachments/1664413/Firstto50GameCardsLevel1.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIBQXWGUYOJ6RIHHA&Expires=1922889039&Signature=zOOuOv1zu7vp%2BTu3QBEEoCkkHS4%3D
http://s3.amazonaws.com/PlanbookAttachments/1664413/Firstto50GameCardsLevel2.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIBQXWGUYOJ6RIHHA&Expires=1922889044&Signature=bM9lqfPJ7CwdDRR%2FRgYMGaTbfPA%3D


LEARNING TARGET: I can investigate and describe some basic forms of energy, including light, heat, sound, electrical,
chemical, and mechanical.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: absorb, bend, change, conduct/conductor, energy: chemical, electrical, heat (thermal), light,
mechanical, sound, friction, heat flow, heat gain, heat loss, insulator (poor conductor), motion, opaque, pitch, reflect,
sound, translucent, transparent, vibration, electricity, transformation, attract, electric charge: negative, positive, neutral,
electricity, repel, static electricity, closed circuit, conductors, open circuit, simple circuit, switches

ANCHOR CHART(S):
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Lesson
WHOLE GROUP:
• Warm up: Study Jams - http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/energy-light-sound/heat.htm
• Close Reading & Notes
• Heat (thermal) energy - Teacher Demo: Feel the Heat
• Describe materials that conduct heat well or poorly
• Heat is produced with one object rubs against another (friction)
• Heat flows from hot objects to cold objects: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sUOMds_zmE
• The faster the molecules=the more heat
ACTIVITY:
• Heat and Light glow stick investigation: http://casabouquet.com/glow-stick-experiment/
• **Light sticks are examples of luminescence and fluorescence. The chemical reaction that starts when you break the

glass ampule in the lightstick releases enough energy to cause the electrons in the fluorescent dye to get excited.
Immediately these electrons drop back down to their normal state and give off energy in the form of light. In this
experiment you are using the thermal energy of the hot and cold water to change how quickly the reaction happens.

Attachments
FEELTHEHEAT.PDF
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http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/energy-light-sound/heat.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sUOMds_zmE
http://casabouquet.com/glow-stick-experiment/
http://s3.amazonaws.com/PlanbookAttachments/1664413/FEELTHEHEAT.PDF?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIBQXWGUYOJ6RIHHA&Expires=1926099230&Signature=QB0sQzrZJNuUW%2F8aVoRYTejY65s%3D


Thursday 01/28/2021

Math

Standards
MAFS.5.NF.2.4
MAFS.5.NF.2.4.a

MAFS.5.NF.2.4.b

MAFS.5.NF.2.5
MAFS.5.NF.2.5.a

MAFS.5.NF.2.5.b

MAFS.5.NF.2.6

MAFS.5.NF.2

Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction or (DOK 2)
Interpret the product (a/b) × q as a parts of a partition of q into b equal parts; equivalently, as the

result of a sequence of operations a × q ÷ b.
Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the appropriate

unit fraction side lengths, and show that the area is the same as would be found by multiplying the side lengths. Multiply
fractional side lengths to find areas of rectangles, and represent fraction products as rectangular areas.

Interpret multiplication as scaling (resizing), by: (DOK 3)
Comparing the size of a product to the size of one factor on the basis of the size of the other factor,

without performing the indicated multiplication.
Explaining why multiplying a given number by a fraction greater than 1 results in a product greater

than the given number (recognizing multiplication by whole numbers greater than 1 as a familiar case); explaining why
multiplying a given number by a fraction less than 1 results in a product smaller than the given number; and relating the
principle of fraction equivalence a/b = (n×a)/(n×b) to the effect of multiplying a/b by 1.

Solve real world problems involving multiplication of fractions and mixed numbers, e.g., by using visual
fraction models or equations to represent the problem. (DOK 2)

Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions.

Objectives
LEARNING TARGET: I can demonstrate understanding of NF.2 standards to multiply fractions by taking a test.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: area, denominator, equivalent fraction, factor, fraction greater than 1, mixed number,
numerator, partition, rectangular array, unit fraction

ANCHOR CHART(S):

Lesson
WHOLE GROUP:
• Go over review sheet
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:
• Test
• Begin iReady diagnostic when finished
CENTERS:

*No new centers this week*

Summative Assessment
Multiplying Fractions Summative Assessment
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Attachments
MultiplyingFractionsSummative.pdf

Science

Standards
SC.5.P.10.4 Investigate and explain that electrical energy can be transformed into heat, light, and sound energy, as
well as the energy of motion. (DOK 3)

Objectives
LEARNING TARGET: I can investigate and explain that electrical energy can be transformed into heat, light, and sound
energy, as well as the energy of motion.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: absorb, bend, change, conduct/conductor, energy: chemical, electrical, heat (thermal), light,
mechanical, sound, friction, heat flow, heat gain, heat loss, insulator (poor conductor), motion, opaque, pitch, reflect,
sound, translucent, transparent, vibration, electricity, transformation, attract, electric charge: negative, positive, neutral,
electricity, repel, static electricity, closed circuit, conductors, open circuit, simple circuit, switches

ANCHOR CHART(S):

Lesson
WHOLE GROUP:
• Energy transformations
• Generation Genius: Energy Transfer - http://www.generationgenius.com/videolessons/energy-transfer-video-for-kids/
• TW use discussion questions during and after the video
ACTIVITY:
• SW identify the energy transformations shown in a series of pictures - energy connections activity
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http://s3.amazonaws.com/PlanbookAttachments/1664413/MultiplyingFractionsSummative.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIBQXWGUYOJ6RIHHA&Expires=1923145736&Signature=%2B%2F5P%2FME7Zyf0S7pee6xIKxTPQmo%3D
http://www.generationgenius.com/videolessons/energy-transfer-video-for-kids/


Friday 01/29/2021

Math

Objectives
LEARNING TARGET: I can demonstrate what I have learned this year by taking a progress monitoring assessment.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:

ANCHOR CHART(S):

Lesson
iReady Diagnostic (Progress Monitoring) *FINISH*
Science

Standards
SC.5.P.10.4 Investigate and explain that electrical energy can be transformed into heat, light, and sound energy, as
well as the energy of motion. (DOK 3)

Objectives
LEARNING TARGET: I can investigate and explain that electrical energy can be transformed into heat, light, and sound
energy, as well as the energy of motion.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: absorb, bend, change, conduct/conductor, energy: chemical, electrical, heat (thermal), light,
mechanical, sound, friction, heat flow, heat gain, heat loss, insulator (poor conductor), motion, opaque, pitch, reflect,
sound, translucent, transparent, vibration, electricity, transformation, attract, electric charge: negative, positive, neutral,
electricity, repel, static electricity, closed circuit, conductors, open circuit, simple circuit, switches

ANCHOR CHART(S):

Lesson
WHOLE GROUP:
• Phet Teacher Demo - Energy Changes Forms: http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/energy-forms-and-changes
• Energy Transfer Notes
ACTIVITY:
• Task Card Sort

Formative Assessment
Forms of Energy Formative

Attachments
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1-EnergyChangesTransformationsTaskCardSort.pdf
2-EnergyChangesTransformationsIntroductionDefinitionExamplesCutPaste.pdf
BenchmarkReviewSC.5.P.10.1Formsofenergy.pdf
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http://s3.amazonaws.com/PlanbookAttachments/1664413/1-EnergyChangesTransformationsTaskCardSort.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIBQXWGUYOJ6RIHHA&Expires=1923756113&Signature=Ocq38qxGI64AMw%2FkXXtK9zbslIo%3D
http://s3.amazonaws.com/PlanbookAttachments/1664413/2-EnergyChangesTransformationsIntroductionDefinitionExamplesCutPaste.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIBQXWGUYOJ6RIHHA&Expires=1923756120&Signature=W8EIOMe38Fxb7UZdYcV8Umik%2B6Y%3D
http://s3.amazonaws.com/PlanbookAttachments/1664413/BenchmarkReviewSC.5.P.10.1Formsofenergy.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIBQXWGUYOJ6RIHHA&Expires=1926693415&Signature=rxoTFqnG4KLByCXBtLJHVMKD0nw%3D

